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A Lennard- Jones fluid layer adsorbed on a smooth solid surface was studied at coverages 0.8 to 1.8
on an isotherm by pe rforming intensive grand canonica l Monte Carlo simula tions . The results clearly show a
picture of two- s tep melting process which used to be observed in recent thermodynamic measurements of
argon monolayer melting on graphite . The observed melting process consists of an abrupt density change
followed by a gradual transition. Snapshots of monolayer configurations indicate that the creation and
dissociation of a dislocation pair are involved in the melting mechanism. Taking the effect of sys tem size into
account, it is sugges ted that, while the abrupt dens ity change may be not related to the theory of Kosterlitz,
Thouless, Halperin, Nelson, and Young (KTHNY), the second gradual trans ition is probably a KTHNY- type
melting trans ition.

대정준 몬테카를로 시늉을 집중적으로 수행하여 무결정 연속고체 표면 위에 흡착된 Lennard- Jones
유체의 홑층에 대해 덮힘률 0.8에서 1.8 까지를 연구하였다. 시늉 결과는 최근 흑연위의 알곤
홑층 녹기에 대한 열역학적 실험측정에서 관찰되어졌던 두 단계의 녹음 행태를 뚜렷이 보여 주었다.
본 연구에서 관찰된 녹음 행태는 갑작스러운 밀도 변화 후에 점진적인 상전이로 이루어진다. 홑층
구조에 대한 스냅 사진들은 녹기과정에 어긋나기 짝의 형성과 그 짝의 분리가 연루되어 있다는 것을
가르키고 있다. 계의 크기에 의한 효과를 감안하여, 갑작스러운 밀도 변화는 Kosterlitz, Thouless,
Halperin, Nelson, and Young (KTHNY)의 이론과 무관할 것인 반면에, 두 번째의 점진적 전이는
KTHNY 타입의 녹기 상전이일 것이라고 사료된다.
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IN T ROD U CT ION

T he transition betw een tw o- dimens ional (2D)
phas es ads orbed on solid surfaces is of
considerable theoretical and experimental
interest . T he dislocation- unbinding model of
Kosterlitz, T houless , Halperin, Nelson, and
Young[1- 4] (KT HNY) suggests that the melting
of such a tw o- dimensional system could be
continuous. A detailed theory of dislocation-
mediated melting in tw o dimensional systems
on a smooth substrate by Halperin and
Nelson[2,3] predicts that a liquid- crystal phas e,
called the hexatic, w ould exist betw een solid
and liquid in a portion of the phase diagram.
Melt ing takes place via tw o consecutive
continuous trans it ions. T he unbinding of
dislocation pairs firs t drives a transition from
the solid phase to the hexatic phase,
characterized by sixfold bond- orientat ional
order , and the unbinding of disclination drives
the second transition into a liquid phase.
Halperin and Nels on als o argued that dis location
unbinding should describe melting of an
incommensurate solid ads orbed on periodic
subs trates into a fluid phas e. While there have
been intensive s earches for confirmative
evidence of s uch novel features by experiments
and simulations, results are sometimes
contradictory and fail to provide unambiguous
evidence.

Over the las t few years , argon monolayer
melting on graphite has been the subject of
controversy. Precis ion heat- capacity measure-
ments by Migone et al. [5] detected an
additional s mall sharp peak on the low-
temperature s ide of the previously observed
broad heat- capacity anomaly [6]. T he small
sharp peak was interpreted as a sign of a
weakly firs t- order melting transition. In
contrast, subsequent high- res olution x- ray
studies by Nielsen et al. [7] and D' Amico et al.
[8] reported a single continuous melting
trans it ion. High- res olution vapor- pressure iso-

therms by Zhang and Larese [9] revealed,
however, that there exists an intermediate
solidlike phase and the melting occurs via a
tow - stage process. In recent precis ion
heat- capacity measurements , Day et al. [10]
observed a small sharp peak prior to the
monolayer melting, in a high temperature
region. T hey proposed that this peak might
represent a commensurate- incommensurate
trans it ion. How ever, a most recent neutron
diffract ion study by Johnson et al. [11] revealed
that no commensurate phases exist in the
portion of the phase diagram suggested by Day
et al.. Here we note that the above thermo-
dynamic measurements reported a consis tent
picture of a tw o- step melting process, no
matter w hat temperature regions were
invest igated. In this Letter, w e present the firs t
s imulational evidence of such a picture.

Simulational s tudies of 2D melting can be
done by 2D or 3D s imulations. Most of them
have been 2D s imulations. In 2D simulations of
idealized 2D systems, it appears that the
melting transit ion might be a firs t order
[12- 14]. Recently , however, Chen et al. [15]
reported that they observed a metastable
hexatic phas e from large scale molecular
dynamics simulations . In a 3D simulation study
of argon submonolayer melt ing on graphite,
Abraham [16] reported that his finding of a
continuous transition is consis tent w ith the
experiment of McT ague et al. [6]. How ever, 3D
simulations of 2D melt ing at coverages near
monolayer completion have been superficial so
far . In this w ork, we performed 3D grand
canonical ensemble Monte Carlo (GCEMC)
simulations for argon layers on a continuum
graphite at coverages 0.8 to 1.8 on an
isotherm. T he results clearly show that the
argon monolayer melts (and freezes) via
tw o- step process. T here exists a stable inter-
mediate phase with a solidlike s hort- range
spatial order betw een solid and liquid phases.
Such a picture has never been observed in
previous simulations.
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RES U LT S and DIS CU S S ION

In the simulations we us ed simplest
potential models for the argon on a continuum
graphite w hich had been used by Row ley et al.
[17,18]. T hey are a Lennard- Jones 12- 6
potential

V ( r ) = 4 [ ( r ) 12 - ( r ) 6]

and a 9- 3 potential

V ' ( r ) = 3 3/ 2

2 [ ( '
r ) 12 - ( '

r ) 6]

for the ads orbate- ads orbate interactions and
the adsorbent- adsorbate interactions, respectively.
T he parameters ' and ' are typical of the
graphite- argon system ( ' / =9.240, ' / =0.5621).
T he computational box had a plane rectangular

surface w ith sides 7 21/6 and 4 3 21/6 ,

on w hich 56 triangular lattice points w ith a
nearest- neighbour distance of 21/6 can res ide.
Periodic boundary conditions were imposed at
the four faces of the computational cell. A

reflect ing wall w as place at the top of the
computational box at a 14 height. T he adsorbate-

adsorbate potential was cut off at r = 2 3

21/6 . Moves, creations, and destructions of a
particle are selected at random, w ith equal
probability. Maximum displacement length of
0.03 w as us ed in moves. T he overall
acceptance rat io then being about 27 per cent.

Series of simulations, mimicking the
experimental procedures for adsorption and
desorption, along the 0.67 /k ( 80.4K) iso-
therm have been performed (here k represents
the Boltzmann constant). A series of s imu-
lations for adsorption w ere done firs t by increas ing

the activity, Z ( 2 / m kT ) - 3/ 2 ex p ( / kT ) , of

the argon gas from $ 0.1 10-4 -3 to 0.55
10-3 -3. Secondly, in order to check hysteresis ,
tw o independent series of simulations for
desorption w ere performed at activit ies
spanning the transition regimes detected from
the firs t s eries of simulations. For every state,
preliminary runs of generat ing 5 106
configurat ions w ere performed for the thermal

Fig. 1. Plot of the coverages of the firs t layer, 1, and the second layer,
2, versus activity for the results of simulations for adsorption ( )

and desorption ( ).
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equilibrat ion of the sys tem. T wo to four
consecutives runs of generating 5 106
configurat ions performed additionally and
ensemble averages were calculated in each run.

In Figs. 1- 3 are presented our computational
results w hich clearly indicate that the
monolayer melting (and freezing) take place in
tw o steps and an intermediate phas e exists .
T he coverages of the firs t and the second
layers , 1 and 2, as functions of activity are
presented in Fig. 1 ( i Ni /56, with N
i representing the ensemble average of the
number of atoms in the i- th layer). It appears
that the layers in intermediate phase have
almost a constant coverage of 1 0.946 ( N
1 53). While w e note that the trans it ion
from the fluid phas e to the intermediate phas e
and the reverse occur gradually at a same
region, Z1(=0.04 10-4 -3) < Z < Z2(=0.08 10-4
-3), the transition from the intermediate phase to
the s olid phase and the reverse occur abruptly
at different activit ies , Z = Z4(=0.48 10-4 -3) and
Z_3(=0.24 10-4 -3), respectively, w hich esta-
blishes hysteresis . In Fig. 2 is presented the

energy fluctuation per atom as a function of
activity. T he smallness of energy fluctuation
over the region of Z2 < Z < Z3, w here exists a
single intermediate phase only, implies that the
intermediate phase is very stable. T he peaks at
Z1 < Z < Z2 and Z = Z3 are signs of phase
trans it ions of the firs t layer . How ever, the
larger fluctuations in Z > Z3 is caus ed by the
condensation of the second layer. Since the firs t
layers are in a stable s olid or intermediate
phas e, the origin of such large fluctuation of
energy over the Z > Z3 region is the fluctuation
of coverage of the second layer (see Fig. 1).
T he sign of the transition from the intermediate
phas e to the solid phase at Z = Z4 is screened
off. In order to see the structural property of
the monolayer, the in- plane cylindrical pair
dis tr ibution, g2( ), was calculated in each run of
simulation. T he results from final runs for
nominal activit ies along the desorption branch
are presented in Fig. 3, a pers pective plot of g2
( ) as a function of activity. Looking at the
figure, we s ee that a long- range trans lat ional
order is transformed into a short- range solidlike

Fig. 2. Plot of the energy fluctuation per atom versus activity for the resu
lts of simulations for adsorption ( ) and desorption ( ).
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structural order upon the trans it ion out of the
solid phase, and liquid and intermediate phases
coexist during their transit ion.

T he features shown in Figs. 1- 3 w ere not
observed in the earlier GCEMC s imulations on
an is otherm (T = 0.668 /k) done by Row ley et
al. [17,18] w ho used the identical potentials of
Eqs. (1) and (2). What they observed is a
single transition from a fluid phas e w ith 1< 0.93
to a solidlike phase with 1 1.0. One should
note, however, that a small square periodic
surface, w hich does not to fit a triangular
lat tice w ith a nearest- neighbour distance of 21/6,
was used in the previous w ork [19]. In order to
verify the reliability of our computer code, w e
have used identical periodic cell dimensions and
temperature, and reproduced the res ults of the
previous w ork. It appears that the contradictory
results of the previous w ork agains t this work
is due to the art ifact impos ed by dimens ions of
the periodic surface; no solid phas e with
long- range trans lat ional order can be observed
but solidlike and fluid phases .

Let us now turn to the question of if our
observed tw o- step melting proces s is a kind of
the KT HNY model. Can w e rule out the
possibility of a KT HNY- type melt ing proces s,

s ince a hysteresis is observed in transition
between s olid and intermediate phas es? T hen,
what is the origin of the tw o- step melting
behavior, as shown in Figs. 1- 3? It is
impossible to see if the intermediate phas e is a
hexatic phase, because our system size is too
small to check the long- range orientat ional
order . Instead, w e examined snapshots of final
configurat ions of monolayers for nominal
activit ies betw een Z 1 and Z 3. It appears that the
creation and dissociation of dislocation pair are
involved in the melting mechanis m. T he
snapshots at Z = Z 3, Z 2 and Z 1 are presented
in Figs. 4(a), (c) and (d), respectively. In the
range of Z 2 < Z Z 3, most of the examined
have structures with an uncertain dislocation
pair like show n in Fig. 4(a). We note that such

Fig. 3. Perspective plot of the in- plane cylin
drical pair dis tribution, g2( ), of the
monolayer as a function of activity.

Fig. 4. Snapshots of the monolayers showi
ng appearances of a dislocation p
air at (a) Z = Z3, (b) an activity in
Z2 < Z < Z3, (c) Z = Z2 and (d) Z
= Z1. These indicate that the creati
on and unbinding of a dislocation p
air are involved in the melting mech
anism. The arrows represent Burger
's vectors of dislocations. In (a) dott
ed lines are used to represent an u
ncertain appearance of a dislocation
pair.
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structures are so flexible and distorted that a
dislocation pair can appear. In order to show an
instance of clear appearance of a dislocation
pair , Fig. 4(b) is given. Figures 4(a) and (b)
sugges t that the transition at Z = Z 3 may be
cause by the creation a dislocation pair in
which an effect of system size are involved; for
systems with a finite s urface, it might be much
more energy consumable to create a dis location
pair with persis ting a long- range trans lat ional
order than to change the density , so that the
system is trans formed into an intermediate
phas e with flexible structures in which the
creation of a dislocation pair is easier. For the
larger s ystem, the smaller density change is
expected. Figure 4(c) strongly suggests that the
gradual transit ion at Z 1 Z Z 2 is initiated
by the unbinding of dislocation pair w hich plays
a key role in the KT HNY theory. Figure 4(d)
indicates that the unbinding of dislocation pair
is involved all through the transit ion.

Based on data from this w ork, we interpret
our findings as follow s. For the melting
process , the transition with an abrupt density
change may be not related to the KT HNY
theory but caused by the creation of a
dislocation pair and the effect of system size.
T he intermediate phas e may be not a hexatic
phas e but a solidlike phase w ith a bound
dislocation pair. However, the second gradual
trans it ion probably represents a dislocation-
unbinding transition of the KT HNY theory. T he
disclination- unbinding trans it ion might be
eliminated or altered by the effect of system
size. For the infinite system, the absence of the
trans it ion at Z = Z 3 is expected. What is more,
assuming the relevance of the KT HNY theory,
a melt ing process cons is ting of two consecutive
continuous transit ions could be expected at Z 1

Z Z 2. It is very interesting that our
GCEMC simulations w hich used a sm ooth
subs trate give a picture of tw o- step melt ing
process observed in previous experiments
[5,9,10]. T his means that the influence of the
simulational surface size on the monolayer

melting properties in s imulations is very similar
to that of the substrate structure in real which
misfits the argon film structure. So, it is
possible to make a similar interpretation for
observations of tw o- s tep melting picture in real.
T his w ould resolve a number of discrepancies
between previous experimental measurements of
argon monolayer melt ing on graphite.

S um m ary

In s ummary, the results of GCEMC
simulations for argon layers on a continuum
graphite clearly show that the monolayer melts
via a tw o- s tep process which consis ts of an
abrupt dens ity change follow ed by a gradual
trans it ion. T he snapshots of monolayer
configurat ions show that the creation and
dissociat ion of a dislocation pair are involved in
the melting mechanis m. T aking account of the
effect of sys tem size, it is s uggested that, while
the transit ion w ith an abrupt density change
may be not related to the KT HNY theory, the
second gradual transition is probably a
KT HNY- type melting transition. We expect that
the argon monolayer melting on the infinite
continuum substrate w ould be an example of a
KT HNY melting process . Our simulational
findings may give a clue to res olving
discrepancies betw een experimental measure-
ments .

It would be better to confess that we did
not initiate this work expecting such a new
result. Frankly speaking, our GCEMC s imula-
tions were originally intended for providing
reference data that will be used in developing a
new isochoric Monte Carlo technique s uitable
for simulating solid- gas interfaces. T his is w hy
we used such simple potentials and such a
small system. T he new technique will be
presented in other place.
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